A simple formalism is presented, within the density-functional approach, which constitutes a powerful scheme for directly calculating the ground-state energy of systems with arbitrarily located nuclei and their accompanying electrons. The method permits simultaneous relaxation of both the atomic geometries and the electronic charge densities of polyatomic systems towards equilibrium. It circumvents the far less efficient indirect {consecutive) approach in which the equilibrium geometry is determined after calculation of energies on the Born-Oppenheimer surface. 
2) MAY A simple formalism is presented, within the density-functional approach, which constitutes a powerful scheme for directly calculating the ground-state energy of systems with arbitrarily located nuclei and their accompanying electrons. The method permits simultaneous relaxation of both the atomic geometries and the electronic charge densities of polyatomic systems towards equilibrium. It circumvents the far less efficient indirect {consecutive) approach in which the equilibrium geometry is determined after calculation of energies on the Born-Oppenheimer surface. We derive the generalized nuclear force from Eqs. (1)-(3) by taking the total derivative of the energy (including all implicit dependences) rather than the partial derivatives which give Eq. (6).
We use the HKS definition of T, and the commonly encountered situation where the linear combinations of the basis set y(r) diagonalize the finite matrix of fi [i.e. , g"(r) =g, . a, , y;(r) satisfies the single-particle equation (2) within the subspace' y, . j. We avoid the stronger, unpractical condition that y be an exact eigenstate (Ay = cg) of the operator Il. The general basis set {y} may contain both functions that depend on the nuclear positions (e.g. , linear combination of atomic orbitals), as well as originless orbitals (e.g. , plane waves). We calculate dT/dR"by defining T from Eq. (2), de, /dR"by differentiating the normalized expectation value of B, Bssuming that the only part of B that depends on R" is U(r), and dP, /dR from the expansion of g, in y. The final results can be written in a very compact and simple form as F. "' =-2g,~, Re&g, a".*&dg"idR.ia-~, I j, &}, (Va) F ' = -f (dp/dR")[ VK, -UJd'~. (Vb) The bracketed term in Eq. (Vb) The present force-relaxation method opens the way for studying the electronic properties of systems with experimentally unknown atomic geometries,
